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ABSTRACT

The Standard Genetic Code (SGC) can arise by fusion of partial codes evolved in different individuals, perhaps for differing
prior tasks. Such code fragments can be unified into an SGC after later evolution of accurate third-position Crick wobble.
Late wobble advent fills in the coding table, leaving only later development of translational initiation and termination to
reach the SGC in separated domains of life. This code fusion mechanism is computationally implemented here. Late
Crick wobble after C3 fusion (c3-lCw) is tested for its ability to evolve the SGC. Compared with previously studied isolated
coding tables, or with increasing numbers of parallel, but nonfusing codes, c3-lCw reaches the SGC sooner, is successful in
a smaller population, and presents accurate and complete codes more frequently. Notably, a long crescendo of SGC-like
codes is exposed for selection of superior translation. c3-lCw also effectively suppresses varied disordered assignments,
thus converging on a unified code. Such merged codes closely approach the SGC, making its selection plausible. For ex-
ample: Under routine conditions, ≈1 of 22 c3-lCw environments evolves codes with ≥20 assignments and ≤3 differences
from the SGC, notably including codes identical to the Standard Genetic Code.
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INTRODUCTION

The Standard Genetic Code associates 22 functions (20
amino acids plus initiation and termination) with the 64
possible ordered RNA triplets in a way reproduced with
appreciable accuracy throughout Earth’s biota. This im-
plies that the SGC preexisted in predecessors of all mod-
ern Earth creatures. Thus, the SGC’s derivation offers
information about early biology before the common an-
cestor of modern organisms, and during divergence into
present (Zhou et al. 2018) domains of life.
Here, such information is sought by quantitative model-

ing of SGC emergence, using arguably general assump-
tions (Yarus 2021b). It is assumed only that codon
assignment, capture and decay (and added here: new cod-
ing tables and code fusion) occur at characteristic rates.
SGC existence is attributable to the joint effects of those
rates within the 64 triplet space of a coding table.
In order to embody events whose complexity may be

great, but unknown at the start, a computable model is
used (Fig. 7; Yarus 2021b). This envisions SGC evolution
as a set of shorter intervals, called passages, during which

one event only (a codon assignment, for example, or possi-
bly no event) occurs. Encoding events differ in probability
during a passage. The virtue of this formulation is that it al-
lows explicit programming of hypotheses about code evo-
lution, even for histories of great complexity. Implied
coding tables are explicitly computed.Moreover, usingdif-
ferent probabilities during an interval is equivalent to as-
signment of different rate constants (Yarus 2021b), and
timing of eventsmay therefore be compared. For example,
when the real-world time to assign a codon is known, these
calculations will convert to early Earth times (Yarus 2021d).
These inquiries take recent form (Yarus 2021c) as the

idea that the codewas composed by fusing independently
arising partial codes, perhaps combining primitive com-
partments with differing coding competencies. Code fu-
sion is common in Biology, having been observed many
times, for example, between mitochondrial and nuclear
codes (Duchêne et al. 2009).
Creation of the SGC by fusion of separate partial codes

was thought (Yarus 2021c) to have specific advantages; for
example, realizing the SGC within a smaller code
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population. Such hypothetical fusion advantages are test-
ed below.

RESULTS

Individual coding tables

Developing primordial codes (Yarus 2021b) may assign
unassigned triplets (with probability Pinit), using either
SGC-like assignments or random assignments (probability
Prand), or capture unassigned triplets related by single
mutations from their existing assignments (Pmut). Such as-
signments, however, can decay and be lost (Pdecay).
Probabilities have the same relative values for passages
here as in prior studies, so present codes resemble those
earlier ones. However, probabilities have alsobeen reduced
inproportion so that twoevents in one interval are less prob-
able. This makes the present model somewhat more accu-
rate, though more passages elapse during code evolution.

Fusion of codes

In addition, new events (Fig. 7) occur in this work: with
constant probability/passage, new coding tables appear
(Ptab). New codes begin with a single arbitrary assignment
(Pinit), then evolve using the same rules as the initiating
coding table. Newly originated codes accumulate; once
these exist, they may fuse with other codes (Pfus) with a
probability that increases with the number of possible part-
ners. A fused compartment can gain assignments from
both fusees, or it can be unchanged, if both happen to
use overlapping prior encodings. However, fusion can
also be disastrous, if fusing codes conflict. A simple rule
is used: if fused codes give a triplet more than one mean-
ing, this will be damaging, and both participants are lost.

The evolutionary goal

The assumption is: there was a functional advantage to
SGC coding, and codes more like it increasingly possess
that advantage. To avoid unnecessary hypotheses, superi-
ority of the SGC is unspecified. Instead, code selection is
more probable as the distance to the SGC decreases.
This is implemented by seeking codes that are sufficiently
complete: they encode ≥20 of the 22 possible functions
(recognizing the late development of definitive initiation
and termination, Burroughs and Aravind 2019). In addi-
tion, codes must be accurate: they vary from the SGC by
the fewest misassignments, abbreviated “misx,” where x
is the number of differences from the SGC. Codes closest
to SGC completeness and SGC assignments (called SGC-
like codes) are most likely to have been selected, whatever
(yet unknown) selection may have applied.

Fusion must be a major evolutionary event

Coding evolution is altered by fusion only if it occurs signif-
icantly. A significance requirement is both elementary and
profound; we discuss fusion rates first.

Code fusion requires two successive events. Firstly, new
coding tables arise to create a population of codes in the
initial code’s environment. This happens at a fixed proba-
bility per passage (Ptab); a passage being mean time for
completion of one evolutionary step for a coding table.

In the second step, tables, once multiple ones exist, may
fuse their codes at random, with probability Pfus per pas-
sage, Pfus∗(others). (others) is the number of codes existing
alongside each fusion candidate; thus (others) = (total codes
−1). Fusions become increasingly probable with time.

Time is measured in passages, which simultaneously
host evolution in all existing codes (Materials and
Methods). Either a new assignment, capture of a se-
quence-related codon, assignment decay, or a code fusion
may occur within a passage, perhaps accompanied by cre-
ation of a new coding compartment that begins with one
assigned codon, and evolves alongside the initial code.

As an environment’s code population increases, it ac-
quires more complex coding, and the program records
these events in any detail desired. Every change and every
intermediate code can be recorded and delivered to the
experimenter. But becauseonly a small part of total change
is usually of interest, only partial data are routinely report-
ed. The first is a summary of the important properties of ev-
ery code in an environment at every passage. This allows
studyof averageevents for all codes. The second kindof re-
port tracks only the most complete codes (e.g., most func-
tions assigned). This emphasizes advanced coding, useful
if progress to SGC-like codes is being studied.

A majority of fusions

Figure 1 plots the fraction of codes with ≥20 assigned
functions that have benefitted from a fusion contribution,
versus the probability of new tables (Ptab in Fig. 1A, Pfus
is fixed and favorable), or versus the probability of fusion
(Pfus in Fig. 1B, Ptab is fixed and favorable). More tables
and more likely fusion, as expected, increase the fraction
of SGC-like (≥20 function) codes that acquire fused assign-
ments. Because this ms concerns change produced by
code fusions, Ptab=0.08 and Pfus = 0.002 (Fig. 1, right-
ward, yielding frequent fusion) are used below. A require-
ment for elevated fusion agrees with other studies
(Aggarwal et al. 2016), and this work provides a simple ra-
tionale: fusion must be a frequent route to final codes.

Altered population history

Figure 2 contains averages for every coding table in 1000
code populations carried to 750 passages. Beginning with
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a single initial code, this ranges from 5412 potential codes
at 60 passages to 60,790 potential codes at 750 passages.
Thus, accurate mean values for code kinetics are available.
In Figure 2, all coding tables are partitioned into four clas-
ses—they have had no fusion, have been lost in fusion,
have been annihilated by incompatible fusion, or have re-
ceived successful fusion (Fig. 7).
These times allow unfused tables to become infrequent

(only about 6% are unfused at 750 passages). The predom-
inant fate of coding tables is loss in fusion, and this is true
from early times, just before 140 passages. Codes are lost
because they fuse into others, and a significant minority

were annihilated by trying to fuse to codes with incompat-
ible assignments. Only 9.4% of once-existent codes still
exist at 750 passages (those with no fusion or successful fu-
sions). Successful fusions themselves have a peak around
110 passages, after which they are also lost in later destruc-
tive events. Figure 7, which sketches calculations in a sim-
plified environment, may help conceptualize fusion losses.
We will return to the early successful fusion maximum (Fig.
2), and to its later decline, below.

Superior codes follow fusion

We now examine later codes in Figure 2; this minority of
fusion survivors includes codes that closely approach the
SGC. Figure 3 shows the properties of the most complete
codes from 10,000 code populations evolved throughout
the interesting era of Figure 2, from 150 to 750 passages,
when fusions emerge, then increase and decisively shape
an environment’s codes.

Competence

Figure 3A depicts abundance of SGC-like codes. These
codes have either experienced no fusion, or a complemen-
tary fusion that adds assignments. They have assigned co-
dons to ≥20 of the standard functions, and so are almost
complete. Moreover, plotted compartments encode func-
tions very similarly to the SGC, having assignments
completely overlapping (blue line), a single differing as-
signment (red), two differences (gray), or three differently
assigned triplets (yellow).

A

B

FIGURE 1. (A) Complete fused codes versus probability of fusion.
Evolution was stopped when the first code with ≥20 functions ap-
peared in an environment. The fraction, among 500 environments,
of such ≥20 function codes that acquired assignments from fusion is
plotted versus the probability of fusion during a passage, Pfus. Pmut
=0.00975, Pdecay=0.00975, Pinit = 0.150, Prand=0.050, Ptab=
0.08. (B) Complete fused codes vs probability of coding table initia-
tion. Evolutionwas stoppedwhen the first codewith≥20 functions ap-
peared in an environment. The fraction, among 500 environments, of
such ≥20 function codes that acquired assignments from fusion is
plotted versus the probability that a new coding table is initiated dur-
ing a passage, Ptab. Pmut=0.00975, Pdecay=0.00975, Pinit = 0.150,
Prand=0.050, Pfus = 0.002.

FIGURE 2. Code fate versus time. Mean fractions of 1000 total codes
are plotted versus passages (time). Kinetics for several fates are
shown: donors—codes that successfully fused/annihilations—codes
lost in incompatible fusions/no fusion—unfused codes/lost—donors
lost in fusion. Pmut=0.00975, Pdecay=0.00975, Pinit = 0.150,
Prand=0.050, Pfus =0.00200, Ptab=0.08.
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The crescendo

The fraction of competent codes tends to rise from an ori-
gin just after the appearance of population-wide fusions
(Fig. 2) to the end of calculation (Fig. 3A; the crescendo).
In addition, these triply unusual codes, with completeness,
fusion contributions and accuracy that are all exceptional,
are quite frequent, seemingly well within the reach of a
search for SGC-like translation. Forexample, the complete-
ly SGC-like class (mis0) are detected in 10,000 environ-
ments early, at 150 passages, and are 1/250 among the
best codes at 750 passages. Even supposing a demanding

selection, requiring precise SGC mimicry, such codes ap-
pear relatively early, and require only selecting superior
translation among 250 environments. This seems
achievable.

Further, if selection for superior translation extends to all
codes similar to the SGC,≥20 function, mis0 tomis3 codes
exist in 1/100 environments at 150 passages, andmore fre-
quently than 1/10 environments at 750 passages. Late se-
lection would not seek far for SGC-like results.

The crescendo evolves

Existing codes (Fig. 3A–C) quickly acquire additional as-
signments. Less quickly, new codes arise and existing
codes fuse. Less frequently yet, new codons are captured
for existing assignments and assignments decay. Thus, a
large flux of change is absorbed in a code environment.
The implication is that the competent code population is
constantly changing on a timescale comparable to its ini-
tial appearance. The coding crescendo’s tables are con-
stantly evolving, with new codes replacing the previously
competent: compare successful fusions lost to later events
(Fig. 2). Thus, the crescendo offers a changing face to se-
lection, as well as increasingly frequent competent codes.
Selection can occur when a particularly effective code ap-
pears from the crescendo’s jumble.

The crescendo and its competence come
from fusion I

The crescendo of competence is produced by code
fusion.

A

B

C

FIGURE 3. (A) SGC-like codes versus time: tables and fusion. The
fraction of almost complete codes (≥20 functions) with cited levels
of misassignment (relative to the SGC) is plotted for 10,000 environ-
ments that have both new code initiation and fusion. mis0=no misas-
signments/mis1=1 misassignment, and so on. Ten thousand
environments evolved to the times/passages shown, and codes with
≥20 assigned functions were characterized. Pmut=0.00975, Pdecay
=0.00975, Pinit = 0.150, Prand=0.050, Pfus= 0.002, Ptab=0.08. (B)
SGC-like codes vs time: tables, no fusion. The fraction of almost com-
plete codes with cited levels of misassignment (relative to the SGC) is
plotted for 10,000 environments that have new code initiation, but no
fusion. mis0=nomisassignments/mis1=1misassignment, and so on.
Ten thousand environments evolved to the times/passages shown,
and codes with ≥20 assigned functions were characterized. Pmut=
0.00975, Pdecay=0.00975, Pinit = 0.150, Prand=0.050, Pfus =
0.000, Ptab=0.08. (C ) SGC-like codes vs time: no new tables, no fu-
sion. The fraction of almost complete codes with cited levels of misas-
signment (relative to the SGC) is plotted for 10,000 environments that
have no new code initiation, and no fusion. mis0=no misassign-
ments/mis1=1 misassignment, and so on. Ten thousand environ-
ments with single tables evolved to the times/passages shown, and
codes with ≥20 assigned functions were characterized. Pmut=
0.00975, Pdecay=0.00975, Pinit = 0.150, Prand=0.050, Pfus =
0.000, Ptab=0.00.
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Figure 3B shows code evolution similar to Figure 3A, but
without fusion (Pfus = 0). As in other Figure 3 panels, frac-
tions of the most complete codes from 10,000 environ-
ments (Fig. 7) are plotted versus passages (time). Having
multiple codes itself facilitates the evolution of more com-
plex coding. Thus, environments with parallel coding ta-
bles as in Figure 3A, but with no fusions between them
(Fig. 3B), present a useful comparison. Figure 3B has the
same y-axis to facilitate comparison with Figure 3A: no cre-
scendo exists. In fact, for multiple tables without fusion, all
levels of completeness with assignment accuracy arise lat-
er, achieve lower frequencies among most complete
codes, and do not persist. Competence ultimately de-
clines instead of increasing (Fig. 3A).

The crescendo and its competence come from
fusion II

Multiple coding tables facilitate evolution of the SGCwith-
out fusing. Figure 3C completes controls for Figure 3A; it
describes a similar set of code evolutions, but lacking
both multiple tables and fusion (Ptab=0, Pfus = 0). This re-
sembles the system previously analyzed (Yarus 2021b),
where code evolution takes place in a single initial coding
table in each environment, each evolving until it resembles
the SGC. However, Figure 3C is useful here because its in-
dividual codes are the same as those of Figure 3A,B.
Figure 3C also has the same time scale, frequency scale
and colors as Figure 3A,B. Thus, single codes without fu-
sion gain SGC resemblance later than in Figure 3A, restrict
such competence to lower levels even than for multiple ta-
bles in Figure 3B, and again show no crescendo (Fig. 3A).
In fact, SGC-like coding is everywhere lower than for mul-
tiple tables without fusion (Fig. 3B). For example, com-
plete resemblance to the SGC (mis0) is not detected
among 10,000 environments until 450 passages and
then at too low a frequency (≈10−4) to be deciphered on
Figure 3C’s ordinate.

Origin of competence

It is clear why environments that fuse code compartments,
primitive cells or partial coding tables are superior. Figure
4A compares meanmisassignments for themost complete
codes (assigned≥20 functions) from 10,000 environments.
Multiple codes with fusion (red, Fig. 4A) are similar to mul-
tiple codes without fusion (green, Fig. 4A) and to codes
without multiple tables and fusion (blue, Fig. 4A) until fu-
sion becomes predominant in code evolution (see
Altered population history, above). After this time (≈150
passages, Fig. 4A), errors during different evolutionary
modes diverge greatly. Strikingly, other modes almost
double mean misassignment in codes with fusion.
There are two sources of misassignment in present code

environments. The more straightforward is that random

A

B

C

FIGURE 4. (A) Meanmisassignments versus time: tables and fusion, ta-
bles no fusion, no tables no fusion. Ten thousand environments were
evolved to the times shown, and misassignments relative to the SGC
were counted among most complete codes in each environment.
Probabilities are the same as in Figure 3 for the three kinds of evolution.
(B) Randomly assigned codons versus time: tables and fusion, tables no
fusion, no tables no fusion. Ten thousand environments were evolved
to the times shown, and mean randomly assigned codon triplets
were counted among most complete codes in each environment.
Probabilities are the same as in Figure 3 for the three kinds of evolution.
(C ) Capture of mutationally related codons versus time: tables and fu-
sion, tables no fusion, no tables no fusion. Ten thousand environments
were evolved to the times shown, andmean capture of triplets onemu-
tation distant from assigned codons were counted among most
completely assigned codes in each environment. Probabilities are the
same as in Figure 3 for the three kinds of evolution.
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assignment is allowed by a variable probability of random
association between functions and triplets (Prand).
Because these assignments are accurately randomized,
they are unlikely to be the same as for the SGC.

Fate of random assignments

Figure 4B shows the mean number of randomized assign-
ments in the most complete codes from 10,000 coding en-
vironments (Prand=0.05) versus time. The pattern
strikingly reproduces overall accuracy in Figure 4A. That
is, codes derived by fusing multiple tables (blue, Fig. 4B)
have made two- to threefold fewer random assignments
than without fusion (red, Fig. 4B) or without both multiple
tables and fusion (gray, Fig. 4B).

Fate of captured triplets

A second source of misassignment is that related triplets
(one mutation away from an assigned triplet) can be cap-
tured for an existing related function. The new assignment
can be to a chemically related amino acid (having similar
polar requirement, Woese 1965; Mathew and Luthey-
Schulten 2008), or even the same as the previously as-
signed function (Yarus 2021b). Chemically related amino
acids are sometimes, but not always, assigned tomutation-
ally related triplets in the SGC, and there are several choic-
es for the “chemically related” one (see Materials and
Methods). So, capture also frequently yields encoding un-
like the SGC.

Figure 4C shows that codes using fusion more strongly
discriminate against captures of mutationally related trip-
lets for related functions. Again, the pattern follows that
in Figure 4A: before prevalent fusion, the three modes of
code evolution are similar. Afterward, they progressively
diverge under fusion; at 750 passages mean fused codes
(blue, Fig. 4C) utilize four- to fivefold fewer error-prone
captures than do unfused multiple codes (red, Fig. 4C) or
single codes (gray, Fig. 4C).

Codes with misassignments are rejected

How do fused codes become superior? Fusion tests codes
against each other because unlike codes are incompatible.
Fusions between like codes are more likely to succeed; fu-
sions between unlike codes are more likely to be lost
because of the toxic effects of codons with multiple mean-
ings. Thus, when highly complete fused codes are charac-
terized above (Figs. 3, 4), they are intrinsically less
heterogeneous than the partial codes from which they
have been derived. As a fusing environment progresses,
with fusion more and more probable (Fig. 2), heterogene-
ity due to random assignment (Fig. 4B) and capture of re-
lated codons (Fig. 4C) is suppressed among the fused (Fig.
4A). Therefore, the same number of unfused codes in one

environment (Fig. 3B), or single codes without potential fu-
sion (Fig. 3C), cannot compete with the accuracy of fusing
tables evolving together (Fig. 3A).

Acceptable randomness

The SGC is strikingly ordered, that is, nonrandom (Woese
1965). An important question for any evolutionary path is
therefore: how much random assignment can be tolerat-
ed? Increased competence via fused nascent codes specif-
ically raises the possibility that fusion increases the latitude
for assignment in early coding. Figure 5 thus presents data
for random assignment from none (Prand=0) to about 2.2
random assignments/code on average (Prand=0.1).

Data in Figure 5 are for tens of thousands of environ-
ments at 300 passages, a timewhen all modes are evolving
SGC-like codes (Fig. 3). The frequencies of near-complete,
accurately assigned codes are plotted logarithmically ver-
sus the linear probability of random assignment (Prand).
Log frequencies of such SGC-like codes tend to decrease
linearly with Prand (see also Yarus 2021c), with decrease
somewhat more rapid as the rigor of requirement increas-
es. Thus, inerrant codes (mis0) decrease somewhat more
than those with three misassignments (mis3). But even if
Prand=0 other sources of error remain, like capture of mu-
tationally related triplets for similar assignments (Fig. 4).
Frequencies for good coding shown are higher than we
have previously observed. These origin hypotheses still
have substantial access to the SGC even if they randomly
assign triplet functions in roughly one of 10 cases. Thus,
the prior rule-of-thumb (Yarus 2021b) need not change

FIGURE 5. Fraction SGC-like codes versus probability of random as-
signments. A total of 10,000 (or 20,000 for greatest Prand) environ-
ments were evolved to 300 passages. Among substantially complete
codes (≥20 assigned functions), fractions with different levels of misas-
signment were counted. mis0=nomisassignments relative to the SGC/
mis1=1misassignment, and soon. Pmut=0.00975, Pdecay=0.00975,
Pinit =0.150, Pfus=0.00200, Ptab1=0.08.
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for fused code evolution: one or two functions can have
been assigned for no specific reason.

DISCUSSION

The Standard Genetic Code

Because all modern Terran organisms possess the SGC or
a close relative, the most economical hypothesis is that the
SGC existed in the last common ancestor. The SGC’s ori-
gin has therefore attracted an immense literature that de-
fies concise summary. However, a brief synopsis follows,
to put present findings in context.

Optimization of the SGC

A substantial quantitative literature exists on SGC optimi-
zation, much of it initiated by the finding that code struc-
ture appears to effectively reduce destructive effects of
likely mutational or translational errors (Freeland and
Hurst 1998). However, the SGC is only partially optimized
(Novozhilov et al. 2007), standard optimization routes re-
quire many steps (Massey 2010), apparent optimization
to errors readily occurs as a by-product of other goals
(Massey 2008; Błazėj et al. 2018), and full optimization is
not physically plausible (Yarus 2021b). Thus, no code opti-
mization exists in c3-lCw, other than that intrinsic to code
fusion.

Late Crick wobble (lCw)

Accurate third-codon-position wobble (Crick 1966) is
unlikely to be a primordial form of genetic coding. Com-
paremodern wobble: tRNA–rRNA interaction on the mod-
ern ribosome is extensive, spanning both tRNA molecules
and distant regions in both large rRNAs (Moazed and Nol-
ler 1986, 1989). Some of these contacts appose rRNA nu-
cleotides with codon-anticodon triplets to check their
conformations (Ogle et al. 2001). Such checks determine
that the first two base pairs areWatson–Crick (Demeshkina
et al. 2012), as well as whether wobble positions lie within
the multiple conformations allowed for normal, tautomeric
and charged wobble pairs (Westhof et al. 2019). Such so-
phisticated three-dimensional error checking is unlikely
for initial encoding, but could evolve later in coding histo-
ry. Thus, here coding is assumed to involve normal base
pairing until a later time when wobble becomes possible,
probably in a ribonucleopeptide proto-ribosome. Given
that Crick wobble readily fills the coding table, simplified
Crick wobble (using only standard nucleotides, Yarus
2021b) is assumed to be adopted quickly throughout the
early code, once evolved. Others have also treated wob-
ble as a significant later coding development (Lei and Bur-
ton 2021).

Summary of c3-lCw

Fusion joins partial codes which have diverse encodings.
Fusion must occur frequently if fusion is to alter code
distributions (Fig. 1), because even a single unfused
coding table can evolve to resemble the SGC (Fig. 3C;
Yarus 2021b). Fusion profoundly alters coding environ-
ments (Fig. 2). Fusions will likely be undirected, because
fused codes cannot express a phenotype until after
fusion itself. Thus, fusions that expand coding toward
the SGC will be accompanied by those that do not—
and incompatible coding annihilates both participants
(Figs. 2, 7).
A fusing population shrinks as fusion expands. Here, the

major long-term fate of codes is entry into fusions: effec-
tive, innocuous or disastrous. Only 9.4% of ≈61,000 codes
that once existed survive in this late environment (750 pas-
sages, Fig. 2).
Such losses change the code population (Figs. 3, 4). A

fusing population shows a crescendo of individuals (Fig.
3A) with near-complete codes (≥20 functions) that also re-
semble majority encoding (zero, one, two, or three differ-
ences from the SGC). Crescendo is a specific fusion
product, absent for similar coexisting multiple codes lack-
ing fusion (Fig. 3B). In addition, SGC-like codes are fewer
for a system in which no similar fusion partners exist
(Fig. 3C). Moreover, competence is delayed in both non-
fusing systems (Fig. 3). Code fusions will be more readily
selected, presenting better codes sooner, more frequent-
ly, in a smaller population and for a longer time.
Crescendo competence has a clear source: misassign-

ment is suppressed (Fig. 4A). Variant codes are selectively
extinguished in unproductive fusion attempts (Figs. 2, 6).
A fused population has fewer erroneous random assign-
ments (Fig. 4B), as well as fewer error-prone captures
of related triplets (Fig. 4C). This requires only that selec-
tion favor codons with unique meanings. Thus, rise of a
dominant encoding will be only slightly dependent on
evolutionary details. Reliance on specific molecular mech-
anisms is minimized here because, in part, ancient coding
machineries are still uncertain. C3-iCw fusion advantages
would likely appear similarly for any encoding in which
parts of the coding table can develop separately.
Environments evolving via code fusions produce compe-

tent codes more frequently (Yarus 2021b) than prior mod-
els. For example, ≈1% to ≈11% of the environments in
Figure 3A have ≤3 misassignments with ≥20 functions—
these frequencies seemingly imply easy selection for supe-
rior SGC translation, especially given a planet-sized sample.
Or more specifically, exact (mis0) SGC codes exist in >1 in
1000 environments (Prand=0.05, Fig. 5), though only selec-
tion intrinsic to fusion has been applied. For this SGC-iden-
tical class, the only selection required is harvesting exact
SGC’s among other codes. This is distribution fitness (Yarus
2021b), where a distributed property is selected from an
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excellent but atypical minority. But, c3-lCw self-refinement
still requires accurate assignments (Yarus 2021c), plausibly
estimated as ≤10% random (Fig. 5).

The surprising crescendo

Simple assumptions (fusions between incompatible partial
codes are deleterious) yield striking code convergence
(Figs. 3, 4). Convergence suppresses deviations of differ-
ent origins (Fig. 4A–C), and thus is likely to be broadly ap-
plicable. Most significantly, complete and accurate
codes accumulate continuously during prevalent fusion
(Fig. 3A). Particular accurate codes present at one
time (Fig. 3A) differ from those earlier and later. Varying
SGC-like codes potentially increase until selection of a su-
perior one. It is difficult to imagine a more effective SGC
search.

C3-lCw is consistent with previous conjecture

Fusion was initially suggested in order to allow SGC incor-
poration of different forms of ordered assignments (Yarus
2021c); for example, related amino acids in the same cod-
ing table column or row. It was also suggested that code
fusion could both speed appearance of the SGC and allow
it to appear in a smaller population—predictions borne out
in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Three definitions for two coding eras

In several important ways, SGC history can be divided into
two eras, each with its own evolutionary rules (Knight et al.
2001).

First definition: code expansion versus code stability

The focus here is the early period of expansion of the code
to its present scope, presumably selected via the ability of
enlarged (more complete) codes to encode more compe-
tent peptides (Sengupta and Higgs 2015). The implied
contrast is with a later period, after substantial completion
of the SGC, when the code is approximately “frozen”
(Crick 1968) because it must conserve a highly evolved pri-
or proteome (Ardell and Sella 2002). However, even the
later code evolves to some extent (Jukes and Osawa
1993), perhaps selectively changing late-evolved func-
tions, like termination (Yarus 2021a).

Second definition: RNA versus ribonucleopeptide
agents

The first definition just above is approximately echoed in
the distinction between an early era resting solely on the
capabilities of RNA (Gilbert 1986) and a later era of ribonu-
cleopeptide agents (Fig. 6). This second transition must lie
somewhere near Crick’s freezing point because aminoacyl-
RNA synthetases themselves are very complex proteins
(with multiple specific substrate sites, performing multiple
catalyzes). A modern variety of such catalysts is only plau-
sible when the code has become strongly constrained by
extensive prior encoding.

Third definition: primordial amino acids versus
those from anabolism

Division into early and late eras is further reinforced by the
prevalent belief that coding was initiated with readily avail-
able natural amino acids (Miller 1953), perhaps those most
easily chemically synthesized under primitive conditions
(Higgs and Pudritz 2009). The earliest amino acids are fre-
quently specified as G, A, D, and V (Ikehara 2009), all en-
coded by GNN codons (N is any nucleotide) in the final
SGC (Higgs 2009). Later more complex metabolism per-
mitted the addition of amino acids derived from evolved
metabolites (Wong 1975; Taylor and Coates 1989; Di
Giulio 2008). This third division is closely related to those
above: while coding likely began on RNA (Yarus 2017),
synthesis of the first encoded peptides provides new mol-
ecules with novel conformations and chemical groups for
intermolecular interactions. Thus, in the period before
freezing (first definition), early codes can rapidly expand
their interactions bymaking peptides that can enhance fur-
ther code evolution. Progress toward codes so competent

FIGURE 6. A coding crescendo separates two early code eras. Three
numbered definitions for divided early code evolution (see text) are
interpreted as outcomes of c3-lCw. Initiation of code fusion (“fu-
sions”), evolution of simple wobble (“Crick wobble”) and selection
of the SGC (“selection”) are marked relative to the crescendo (Fig.
3A). Here, wobble evolves just before SGC selection; most simply,
wobble existed in the nascent SGC. However, simple Crick wobble
could have emerged later in the ribonucleopeptide era. The last com-
mon ancestor lies off to the right of Figure 6. The c3-lCw’s approxi-
mate time before the present (upward arrow) reflects that of the
most ancient fossil biota (see text).
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that they have hindered their own further evolution (first
definition) is speeded by the appearance of structured
riboucleopeotides (second definition). These might have
been noncovalent (Carter 2015), covalent ribozymic (Turk
et al. 2011), or chemical (Müller et al. 2022); ribonucleo-
peptide abilities are an evolutionary subject of great ex-
perimental interest. Finally, a near-complete SGC arises
in the era of the ribonucleopeptide translation apparatus
(Fig. 6). This code participates in the biochemistry of the
last common ancestor, including its varied assortment of
specific aminoacyl-RNA synthetases, required to encode
protein catalysts for a complex metabolism (Ribas de
Pouplana 2020; Xavier et al. 2021).

All two-era definitions may rely on the crescendo

Figure 6 suggests that c3-lCw might delimit all eras.
During the c3-lCw, the code became so complex it might
be called frozen; the c3-lCw is also when capable ribonu-
cleopeptide catalysts become possible, and the c3-lCw
also inaugurates the first epoch when an almost modern
set of nucleopeptide monomers might exist.
Current evidence suggests that the most ancient organ-

isms took the form of close laminations, with different or-
ganisms densely layered within 3.43 Gya stromatolites
(Allwood et al. 2006), or compact bundles of filaments
3.75 to 4.28 Gya in seafloor jasper (Papineau et al. 2022).
Such colonial populations encourage association of cells
of different origins and competency, and potentially en-
courage fusion of their codes. Given these microscopic
fossils, c3-lCw might have occurred ≈4 billion years ago,
as proposed in Figure 6.

Late assignments to late amino acids

SGC coding triplets likely include sequences extracted
from ancient RNA binding sites for cognate amino acids
(Yarus and Christian 1989; Rodin et al. 2011; for review,
see Yarus 2017). Such RNA-amino acid interactions prob-
ably underlie assignments in the earliest coding tables.
Initial partial codes can differ, but then converge to the
SGC as suggested here (Fig. 6). An objection sometimes
offered (e.g., Koonin and Novozhilov 2017) is that meta-
bolically complex, late-appearing amino acids like argi-
nine (Janas et al. 2010) and tryptophan (Majerfeld et al.
2010) are among amino acids associated with triplet-con-
taining RNA sites. But likely ancient amino acids like iso-
leucine also show prominent cognate triplets (Lozupone
et al. 2003). Moreover, assignment of RNA triplets from
binding sites would probably continue in a later ribonu-
cleopeptide era (Fig. 6). RNA sites for later, complex ami-
no acids like arginine (Yarus and Christian 1989) would be
used when advantageous. So, ribonucleopeptide cata-
lysts could expand anabolism to complex amino acids,

while their SGC assignments still utilized fits to RNA bind-
ing sites.

Fine-tuning wobble

Late Crick wobble is implemented here (Figs. 6, 7), but
plays little part in this discussion of code capabilities.
Completeness (all functions encoded) is the usual criterion
for code progress; completeness is unaffected by simpli-
fied Crick wobble, which only extends existing assign-
ments (Yarus 2021b, 2021d).
But modern coding goes beyond simple Crick wobble.

For example: there are three isoleucine codons; AUU,
AUC, and AUA. Two, AUU/AUC, are accessible by simple
wobble. But standard bases should not wobble to read
AUAwithout also pairing with AUG, aMet codon. Crick ac-
commodated isoleucine (Crick 1966) by base modifica-
tion, deaminating A to I (inosine) to pair with U, C, and
wobble A. Bacteria instead modify tRNAIle with L-lysine
to make lysidine at the anticodon’s wobble position.
Lysidine-modified tRNA can pair with AUA specifically
(Nakanishi et al. 2009). Other tRNAIle anticodon arm mod-
ifications may also aid AUA translation by tRNAIle (Köhrer
et al. 2014). Similarly, subtle anticodon refinements for ac-
curate wobble have been reviewed (Grosjean andWesthof
2016): complex amino acid substrates (Higgs and Pudritz
2009) and complex anticodon arm modifications en-
hanced simple wobble during the ribonucleopeptide era
(Fig. 6). Accordingly, much code history has occurred after
the crescendo.

HGT and code universality

Vetsigian et al. (2006) expresses Carl Woese’s conviction
that early HGT (horizontal gene transfer) was a crucial “in-
novation-sharing protocol.” Only creatures possessing
similar genetic codes could share innovations evolved in-
dependently. Thus, communal innovation-sharing select-
ed code uniformity before the unified genome and
efficient vertical inheritance evolved. A learning model
confirms that mutual genetic intelligibility via HGT, without
vertical inheritance, could have universalized the SGC
(Froese et al. 2018). Present work suggests that when ear-
lier partial codes prevailed, HGT would speed the assem-
bly of, purify the population of, and facilitate the selection
of, SGC-like codes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The program that repeatedly evolves coding environments and
reports code properties was written using the integrated develop-
ment environment in Lazarus v. 2.20RC1 in its console mode, with
the free Pascal FPC 3.2.2 compiler. Compiled mechanisms were
run on a Dell XPS computer under 64-bit Microsoft Windows
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10, 2.9 GHz on an Intel Core i9-8950HK CPU, using 32 GB of
RAM.

The source used for all present calculations is Ctable20k.pas,
available on request from the author. Results from the program,

as tab-delimited files, were passed to Microsoft Excel 2016 for
analysis and graphics. An example of spreadsheet analysis is
also available on request.

Time is measured in cycles through code evolution, called pas-
sages. Passages, and other details of programmed action, are de-
picted in Figure 7. Assignment, decay and codon capture, which
occur mutually exclusively during a passage through each single
code, have been discussed previously (Yarus 2021b). Multiple
codes and fusion are introduced in Figures 1–5 above.
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